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SMEGATORIAL
Okay, brace yourself for a shock. The bumper-sized smeg-filled spectacular you hold in your

hands is sob! - the final issue of the Red Dwarf Smegazine. That's right, the last, the ultimate,

the concluding issue. Too horrible to contemplate I know, but sadly only too true.

All I can say is. don't despair. After all, to paraphrase a certain Dave Lister - death's not the

handicap it used to be, a lot of magazines have gone on to do very well for themselves after

they've been cancelled. So this is the end of the Smegazine's second volume - but who's to say

there won't be a third? One thing's for sure, the Red Dwarf TV show will be back on our screens

before too long... and already a group of fans are setting up an 5.0.5. (Save Our Smegl)

campaign. You'll find an address to write to at the very end of this issue if you want to be

informed of their progress.

In the meantime, why not savour this last - and quite possibly greatest - edition of the Red

Dwarf Smegazine, packed as it is with interviews, behind-the-scenes exclusives and the best in

comic strip mayhem. We've got Craig Charles, Hattie Hayridge, the Polymorph, Spare Head 3 and

Mr Hibble in this truly bumper issue, as well as a unique opportunity for you to buy a very

special video (see below).

So, 'til next time (if there is a next time), take heart from those stirring words: To be

continued..."

TOGETHER AGAIN...
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CRAIG
CHARLES

If
5 been a long time since the Starbug set

graced the studios of BBC North - but
there it was again, for two days in October,
as Craig Charles himself made a brief return

to Manchester.

"I'm doing a corporate video for
Nintendo," he explains. "When the kids get
their Nintendo console for Christmas
there'll be a video with it which tells them
all the news and views and stuff about the
games, and I'm hosting that." The video
certainly seems to have a Red Dwarf type
flavour. "Well, you put me into a spaceship
and everyone's going to assume Red Dwarf,
but we're not using the [Starbug] set for
that, we're using the set for an advert.

"cere's a big Nintendo launch party, for a
new range, and I'm one of the people

the party, from the Red Dwarf

1 find it really strange, doing a

Karate video in the BBC, but we got Mel
by} in to do the set, and John Pomphrey
9m •ghting, and it was good fun, it was
a ntunion. like coming home again. It's

a lor me because the money's really

< on < and I don't get over-exposed,
~ "a^ been. 1 thought I was doing
^jch teily so I took three months off to

k [The Craig Charles Almanac of

je]. There's a backlog of

sbeen going out while I've been
j. but there's nothing really inw far next year unless a chat

of mine comes off.

"

tf Craig's 'backlog' was Red Dwarf
' d at the beginning of 1993 but

a until the Autumn. How does
it the series? "We were all

e show," he says. "There's

k" the Legion one, the first

s is cracking, the way the
k f s so quick-fire. But it was

- rfs not supposed to be easy! I

i. a tot of egos in a room, and the

THE KING OF COMEDY: Craig Charles's book The Craig Charles Almanac of Total

Knowledge is in the shops now! But if you have any trouble finding it, you can send off to

the publishers for it Write to Boxtree Ltd, 2nd Floor, Broadwall House, 21 Broadwall,

London SE1 9PL. It costs £6.99 + £1.50 p&p (cheques or postal orders made payable to

Boxtree please) and you should allow 28 days for delivery.

contractual negotiations, bluff and counter-

bluff, the thrust and parry of financial

conversations... it's like the Rolling Stones

getting together, like comedy's the new
rock-and-roll, and we're one of the top
bands, as it were, and it's funny getting

together.

"

What about the changes in format? "A
good thing about losing Red Dwarf was
that it gave us a mission, we're not just

aimlessly wandering around space.

Everyone's got a role now, the Cat pilots

the ship and I'm the navigator... and there's

a lot more adventure comedy now, it's

taken it away from the 'kitchen sink'

comedy of the first few series into more of

an Indiana Jones kind of thing. We've
become action heroes in a way. It's great,

it's a Boy's Own story, kissing girls and
firing guns and riding horses. A right

laugh!" And the absence of Holly? "That

made things easier in a way. You see, when
Kryten came in, he became 'Holly on legs' in

a way. All the exposition would come from
Kryten, he'd be used to set up all the stories

and plots, which was what Norman [Lovett)

used to do. So Hattie was struggling for a

role anyway, and Holly wasn't as missed as

say Kryten would have been." Would Craig

like to see a return to Red Dwarf in Series



7? "Well, we're already on the urine re-cyc,

so unless we want to be drinking piss for

the rest of our lives, it would be quite good
to get back on the Dwarf. I don't know why
we don't stay on one of those planets we
land on!" Perhaps because they haven't
found the Planet of the Nymphomaniacs
yet? "Yeah, but we have to get back into

space, because we're space warriors, we're
heroes... we're constantly caring about our
public!"

There were a few changes behind the
scenes this year, too. "Working with Andy
DeEmmony [the director] was quite good,"
says Craig. "We started calling him a South
African, because he's got the name
DeEmmony and he's Dutch, so we started

saying he was a secret Apartheid supporter.

And Chris Barrie does a brilliant impression
of Justin Judd, who produced it. We had a

good laugh taking the piss out of everyone
we were working with!"

"Danny came into his own a lot this

year. The Duane Dibbley character I think

was immensely funny. And he turned into

Gloria Swanson when we did Gunmen of

the Apocalypse, he was right into his

element riding on the horses. Robert came
up with the best story about that: He said

Chris was inexperienced and very, very
nervous; Danny was excellent on a horse
and very, very cocky; Robert had ridden

horses before but was very cautious and I'd

never been on a horse but I was completely
bullet-proof, and hence very, very

dangerous. Not a hint of fear, just go for it!

I loved that episode; it was like being a real

actor, out on set, playing cowboys, kissing

girls, firing guns, yeeeee-haa! And there
were some late-night shots of me getting

laid." But that got to be a bit of a habit in

Series 6... "Oh God, they made me pay for

that snogging though, didn't they? Here I

am one minute, snogging a babe -

Samantha Robson [in Psirens] - and the next
minute I'm snogging a fluid-dripping...

yuck! They made me pay for that one!"
Was the experience of kissing a 'dung-
beetle' as horrible as it looked? "Yeah, I

mean it was dripping spermicidal fluid into

my mouth! But I thought the scene with me
and Samantha worked quite well, I thought
it was quite sexy and quite realistic, she was
really good. I wish I'd done it now, now
that I'm not so heavy, now that I look a

little more 'romantic leady' - because that
side shot, it's like 'Lift your chin up - no, all

of them!'"
Red Dwarf VI certainly had its share of

guest actors. "Jenny Agutter is so sexy! And
it was quite nice to have Kochanski popping
back up again." Is it time that Lister 'got'

his dream girl? "It'd be good for the story. I

mean, Lister's got drives, he went three
million years before he even got kissed!"
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What about Deb Lister in Parallel Universe?
"Oh, true... but that was himself, that

doesn't count!"
Psirens also featured guitar player Phil

Manzanera, although not so you'd notice.

"He played my arms for the guitar track,"

reveals Craig. "I thought it was done really

well, so if you didn't know, you wouldn't
notice." Craig's playing isn't so hot then?
"It's not as bad as I pretended, I can hit a
few chords - but it's not good. My bad
playing was almost good though, they
made me do it again at one stage because
it was almost a bit thrashy. But no, I'm not
very good at guitar - just don't tell Lister

that!

"That whole story was set up really

nicely. I don't know about the final shot
where the diced Kryten falls on top of the
monster, he looked like a box wrapped up

in silver paper to me. But it was good fun,

and sometimes the flaws in Red Dwarf add
to its charm, I think - it's not Star Wars or

Star Trek. There were some good effects in

it though. The one where Rimmer came
back [again, in Psirens], that was great. But
there was a really nasty explosion - it's in

the titles - where I got hurt, but Danny got
hurt very badly. All the cork from the
woofer gave him loads of weals on his

face. I fell off my chair with the impact,

but he took the full force on his face."

Craig claims to have changed his

lifestyle since Red Dwarf VI. "I was
really working hard through the last

series. I was doing the Kiss

breakfast show in the morning and
then off to Red Dwarf; I was eating

too much, drinking too much and
playing too hard, and I suppose it

came to a point when I thought 'I

can't keep doing this, slow
down!' and I just had to get
things into perspective. I'm

very lucky and



very grateful. To a certain extent I've been
touched by angels, because I've had a fairy

tale life in a way. I've had a lot of problems,

emotional problems, personal problems,

but my volume of work speaks for itself -

and through my unreliable days when I

could have blown it, there was this higher

power giving me chance after chance after

chance. And now I'm here, I'm settled, I'm

reliable, I care about what I do, and it's

taken a lot of luck to weather those storms

in my life. So I feel touched really. Any actor

now would give his right arm to play Lister

in Red Dwarf."
Craig's been hard at work in other

media, too; his new album, which he writes

and performs, is due out in March. "I've

been writing lyrics for a while for other

people. I wrote a lot of the lyrics on
Suzanne Rhatigan's album, To Hell With
Love, which is out over here on RCA. And I

had to fulfil my publishing commitment;
when you get a music publishing contract,

you have to write so many songs a year and
have them released, so I thought I might as

well write an album for myself and see if

anyone likes it. It's an Acid Jazz kind of

thing, a poetry-cum-comment album with

music. It's not rap, it's like talking over the
grooves, you know. We've got people like

Jason Rubello playing

keyboards on there,

Robbie Gorden
playing bass, Richie

Drummond doing
drums, and James
Taylor from the

James Taylor

Quartet is playing

a bit of piano on it.

rfs working really

well at the moment,
rm happy with
that." A single had
been planned for

October,

but

Craig put it back, so as not to clash with

Danny John-Jule's Tongue Tied record and
his own book. The Craig Charles Almanac of

Total Knowledge.
The Almanac (still available from all

good bookshops) was a co-effort between
Craig and Russell Bell, his writing partner

on, amongst other things, Kiss FM and
Cyberzone. "We'd invented this character

called Professer Brain for the radio show
and we thought it was a shame to waste

the character when we stopped doing the

show," expalins Craig. "I've wanted to write

a book for ages, so we went to Boxtree and
said we'd got this idea for an almanac of

total knowledge, how to bullshit your way
through life, and we think it's more value

for money than Bamber Gasgoigne's
Encyclopedia. They said 'yeah, we love the

idea' and just gave us the money then. So

we went away and wrote it; I took June,

July, and August off, and we wrote the

book in three months. We went to a clinic

so no-one could get hold of us, and we had
such barren surroundings... well, when I say

'barren', it was like a four star hotel

actually! But it's a clinic, you know, where
we didn't drink or smoke and we kind of

got fit and worked out in the gym and shit

like that, and we did an eight hour day on
the book and wrote it in three months."

Craig is obviously enthusiastic

about the Almanac - enough to want
to repeat the experience? "I think

there's a tremendous potential for

an Almanac of Total Knowledge 2,

because even now we're thinking

'Oh, we didn't do that, we
didn't do that'. We'll see how
this one's received, but we
had a laugh doing it, and
we'd love to do it again.

I'd like to do an
almanac for every

^
year.

.

Steve Lyons
and Chris

Howarth

'I'm not l

>od at playin

le guitar - just

good at

the guiti

|ood at play

guitar - jus

ell Lister!"

In part two of this interview, we learn

Craig's views on Red Dwarf 1, the

American Pilot, the future of the series

and the Egyptian law-enforcement

system. It begins on page 41.
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NEWS FROM THE

with Jane Killick

RED DWARF IN 1994

However, it looks like the Christmas

special will be the only new Red

Dwarf on our screens this year. Series

because the Grant Naylor boys are

incredibly busy at the moment. If tha

console yourself with the fact that it

could be about the same gap betwee i

the fifth and sixth series with the

bonus of a Christmas episode in the

middle. There will also, of course, be

repeats of Red Dwarf in 1994 and,

rumour has it, there may be quite a

TOP OF THE CHARTS £r
Red Dwarf has once again

surpassed everything else

on BBC2 by having more

programme. The viewing

'•gures just keep going up
and up. The first episode

"*. 'ens managed a quite

respectable 5.53 million;

Ltgion clocked up an even

"xxe impressive 5.98

™--.*>on and Gunmen of the

Apocalypse smashed the 6

an mark with 6.28 million

mmts (Source: BARB}

RED DWARF V TAPED

"*c tapes of three episodes each.

~» Kcond following in March.

• i «.' >SC Video are stressing that

home and making a record as himself.

You may be interested to know that

the Cat nearly made Top of the Pops.

Danny was asked to be in the show

twice, but couldn't make it because he

was in a play in London. Sadly, we
had to make do with a clip of the

Tongue Tied video (now available to

buy through mail order - see the

advert elsewhere in this issue).

POETRY ON RECORD

He's been working with record

company Add jazz to put together t

mixture of poetry and music in a nev

and exciting way. Some of the jazz

e Gill Scott H

kinij

Danny, who looks quite

QUIZZICAL HATTIE
One time Holly of Red Dwarf. Hattie

Hayridge is due to appear as one of

the panellists on a new TV quiz show,

Just A Minute. It's the TV version of

have to speak for a minute on a

subject without hesitation, repetition

or deviation, Hattie will be a guest

panellist to join regulars Tony Slatlery

(the android actor from Red Dwarf ll's

Kryten - among other roles). Arthur

Smith (the pub manager from Red

Dwarf Ill's Backwards) and long-

suffering host Nicholas Parsons (still

) FOR DANNY
JOH*-JUt£S

klyou? Of

r's what Danny

f exactly what

* rs gorsg too be is still

K After ho success with

IM >•!. : -• • nmnd m
•Me* srOc or a Tabby

tet>-r*99»-t)rpe«tyle>

py Danny's Deer. taJkmg

•ng tt* jnuwjaJ teeth at

MAID MARIAN IS BACK

Maid Marian and

her Merry Men
starting this

month. The series

Sherwood Forest

Wednesday Sth

January. The

episodes are

TUNNEL VISION.

BOUNCY CASTLE.

RAINING FORKS.

THE WISE WOMEN OF WORKSOP.
ROBIN THE BAD. THE NICE

SUMARTRAN and JOURNEY TO THE

BOTTOM OF THE FOREST. Once again

it's written by Tony Robinson who
plays the Sheriff of Nottingham, And

waiting for a part in Red Dwarf \

perhaps). It'son for 14 weeks,

starting in January on ITV one

weekday after News at Ten, in tl

London region only (sorry!) - the

Robert Llewellyn's

tale about playing Kryten, The Man in

the Rubber Mask. The long-awaited

third Red Dwarf novel, TTie Lajt

Human by Grant Naylor will certainly

be on sale in 1994, but it may not be

available until later in the year. There

THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK
The Brittas Empire starring Chris

'Rimmer' Barrie is back for a new
series on BBC1 in 1994. Chris is once

again the insufferable Gordon Brittas

in the comedy series set in a council

leisure centre. There's an extra

helping of Brittas this year with eight

episodes instead of the usual six

having been recorded. The BBC hopes

to start showing them in January,

although it's recently been suggested

it might be put back until February.

THE RETURN OF THE
10%ERS
Grant Naylor's new comedy series. The

10%ers is in the studio being made as

you read this. Following last year's

pilot programme about a group of

theatrical agents, they are making

seven new episodes. Rob Grant and

the episodes, although they have

approached some other writers to

help out They've also got a new
Producer/Director for the show.

Marcus Mortimer, who has recently

had a success with If You See God, Tell

Him starring Richard Briers and Adrian

Edmondson.

RIMMER'S JACKANORY
Chris Barrie returns to the world of

Jackanory this year, reading two more

stories for the programme. The first is

The Greatest by Michelle Margorian.

due to go out on March lOthon BBC1.

That's followed on Children's BBC on

March 11th by The Fox and the

Chicken, an adaptation of Aesop's

fable by David Lowe. Chris recorded

the stories last year just before

making Red Dwarf VI and the BBC

have been jealously guarding the

GRANT NAYLOR ON
CHANNEL 4?
In between doing everything else,

there's a possibility that Grant Naylor

Productions could be making a factual

programme for Channel 4. We can't

give away any details at the moment
because things are at a very early

stage. Suffice to say. they've been

asked to make a pilot programme

which isn't for broadcast. If Channel 4

like the idea and the programme, they

could be making a series.

15
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HATTIE HAYRIDGE
It

was sad news for

many people when
they heard there

was to be no Holly in

Red Dwarf VI. Hattie

Hayridge was told

about the decision

last year. "October

the 16th," she says precisely. "Not that it's

imprinted on my brain or anything!" It

surprised her as much as it surprised

everybody else.

Hattie's role as Holly had been diminishing

In the three years she played the character.

So when writers Rob Grant and Doug
Naylor called her in for a chat, she assumed
it was to talk about giving Holly a bigger

part. "I went in in a very good mood, 'oh

hi, how are you?' and they were like, 'oh

fine'. They were very sort of like - if I say

sober' it sounds like sober as opposed to

drunk - sober as opposed to light-hearted,

let's say. They said 'we've got, um,

something, um, not very nice thing to say'

and I said 'oh, are you going to give me the

sack?' in my jokey way! I just thought they

were going to talk about 'oh, we've

decided you're going to do this, you're

going to do that' and they said 'oh yes,

kind of I suppose it is'. I was clutching a

coffee cup that I almost tipped down my
frock! I went 'oh right, oh yeah, okay'. I

said 'why?' I went through this list of

possible reasons that I thought it could

possibly be, like 'you hate me?' 'No.'

"You're saving money?' 'No.' 'You think I'm

shit?" "No.' I think they'd had more months

to think about it than I had. I think they

w*ns quite surprised that I was quite

shocked

"When l got home that night from the

™e*Ong I was the tiniest bit pissed off,

"

Hattw admits. "I phoned up a friend and I

sad 'oh. rm not in it anymore' and he said

"»*. you don't want to be a computer all

j«xr «*e do you?' And that was the best

th*ig h« could have said really, because

! said 'oh no, what a shame,

xj going to do?' which gives you

: feeling, you think 'oh, God!'

i this friend said that, it was
i the way to look at if."

was first known Holly wouldn't
in Red Dwarf VI, Hattie got several

letter* asking why have you left Red
OwarfT But she's keen to underline it

wasnt her decision to leave. "I wouldn't

ha>e left it_ I know with some shows it

doesn't really matter. With most

performers they would think it's better for

them to say 'oh, I wanted to persue other

things', but I think with Red Dwarf,

because it is such a cult thing and people

are so fond of it, you wouldn't like to think

you'd ballsed it up for everybody... So that

concerned me. I just

wanted it to be the

right way round... My
agent actually said,

'well, surely it's better if

people think you've left

rather than that they've

written you out', but on that occasion I

didn't think it was."

Despite being written out, Hattie

doesn't hold any animosity towards Grant

Naylor. "I've done book signings with them
since. I really like Rob and Doug... I've got

used to the idea now. I think if it's anything

like Doctor

"When I got home
from the meeting I

was the tiniest bit

pissed off."

Who, people

iber

something for

decades to

come. I met



this woman who was in an episode of

Doctor Who in about 1970 and she still gets

letters."

Had Holly remained in the show, Hattie

says there was room for her to develop.

"Probably coming out of the screen more,

or even not," she says. "I was quite happy

for her to be on the screen. There was one
idea I think they were saying like Holly

becoming a megalomaniac and taking over

the whole thing and bossing everyone

around, things like that. I think there was a

lot more scope, but I think they thought

they'd done three series where they hadn't

really worked on the character so they just

didn't want to do another one where they

didn't really work on the character either."

Red Dwarf was a good vehicle for

Hattie Hayridge as a comedienne, but she

enjoyed appearing in it simply because she

liked the programme. "I thought it worked

so well on so many different levels, not just

a cheap-laugh type of thing... I liked the

philosophical parts which probably verge

into science fiction at some point. It did

change my idea of science fiction, because

before I would have said I didn't like

science fiction at all... I think the

philosophical side also makes the comedy
funnier, you need that level to make the

jokes funnier. Because it becomes more
than comedy then... poignant. You feel

more for Rimmer because of the

philosophical side of it, it makes his failures

more poignant and wickedly funny. You've

been shown to care about him as well."

Hattie Hayridge is currently kept busy

by her stand-up career where she is

constantly meeting Red Dwarf fans. "Some

have come to see it because I am - because

I was • Holly, and others come up

afterwards and go 'is that you in Red

Dwarf?' And I go 'yeah' and they run off

shouting 'I've won a tenner!' It was
obviously some bet around the table with

"Bob Monkhouse is

really interested in

comedy and he's a Red
Dwarf fan."

is to happen quite aeveryone. That $>

lot."

Some devoted fans turn up gig after

gig, even though they've heard Hattie's

routine many times before. Hattie

remembers one gala evening in Cambridge

where she was on the bill with several

actors. "The others were like reading bits

of Jane Austen and stuff like this and

everyone there was in dinner suits and

evening dresses and dickie bows, it was this

charity thing. The tickets were 25 quid each

and there were these three Red Dwarf fans

sitting in the middle whooping when I

came on. And I said 'oh no, you didn't pay

25 quid?', and they said 'yeah', and like

everybody I only did like five minutes! And
they had like this buffet afterwards with

the Mayor and people like that. And I said

'come along, you've got to come along,

you've paid 25 quid, you're entitled to a

sausage roll'. So they came as well. It was

really quite funny, these people staring at

them in their Red Dwarf jackets and

everything. And in the end me and the

Mayor got our picture in the local paper

with these three Red Dwarf fans standing

behind making faces!"

Hattie's life as a comedienne goes back

to 1987 when she was still a secretary.

"One year instead of going on a holiday, I

went on this 10-day drama course in

Cheltenham," she says. "We were doing

classes from about eight in the morning to

about ten at night and I thought 'God, I'd

like to do this all the time.' So I went back

to where I was working and said, 'I think

I'm going to leave and become an actress.'

They were going 'oh Christ, just because

you've done a course, stupid cow' and I

thought 'sod it, I am!'"

After writing off for various things at

the back of The Stage, she did an

improvisation course at The Comedy Store

in London where she was inspired by

comedians who "weren't that brilliant".

After deciding "I can do that" she made
her debut in a club one night where the

audience were invited to take the stage

after the interval. "So during the interval I

had eight Southern Comforts and

lemonade," she says, "and then got up and

did my five minutes of moaning. And the

bloke says 'oh yeah, I'll give you a booking'

and he gave me a twenty minutes booking

a month after that."

It was at this time she decided to call

herself Hattie Hayridge. "A boyfriend used

to call me it as a nickname. I went out with

him between 1980 and 1983 and I just

thought if I ever did anything, that's what

I'd call myself. I didn't know what I could

do, I just always had that name in my mind.

So when I started doing the comedy I

thought 'yeah, I could use that name

now*."

Changing her name was not the only

break she made with her past life. Hattie

(who won't admit to her real name) had

been a secretary since she left school, but

she gave this up after appearing on stage.
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'tt was probably a stupid thing to do," she

says, "but with secretarial at that time you

could always do temping anyway, so I just

wanted to make sure I'd given it up. The

tggest break was giving up a secretarial

job to go to university, and then when I

came out I was just a secretary again - the

Degree made absolutely no difference

whatsoever So once I'd made that the first

txne. the second break was easier."

Success came quickly for Hattie and she

got sewai big breaks the following year.

"88 was my best year I think, Friday Night

i/ve. the Montreal Comedy Festival and I

started doing Red Dwarf."

Comedy is son her main job, but she

arways keeps her options open. "I did

CeJeonty Squares,' she says. "It shows the

extent of sadness because I was very

pleased to be asked to do that just to be in

the category of 'celebrity'."

Hattie got on well with the host of the

show, Bob Monkhouse, who it turns out is

a bit of a Holly fan. "He was really nice. I

know a lot of people think 'oh, what a

horrible smooth slimy bastard', but he

strangely enough seemed a really sincere

bloke. He phoned me up before I went

on it to have a chat and everything and

he's really interested in comedy. And

he's a Red Dwarf fan. He wanted

everybody on it. I was the only one

that agreed, apparently."

Hattie has appeared in two

editions of Celebrity Squares. She

remembers the worst thing about it is

the fear that nobody's going to ask you

any questions. "In the second show I did I

wasn't asked a question until the second

half. You just feel such an idiot, you feel

everyone in the world's staring at you

thinking 'oh, they've not asked you a

question'. One person on the circuit who
was on it, he wasn't asked a question at all

- Tony Hawks it was, he was in Red Dwarf

as Caligula [in Meltdown]. He was on it and

they didn't ask him a question the whole

programme and at the end he wouldn't

get out of his box, he refused to move out

of his box. And they said 'why won't you

get out of the box?' and he said 'thank

you, I wanted to be asked at least one

question'!"

At the time of being interviewed, Hattie

was in the middle of moving house. Once

she has crossed that barrier, she has grand

plans for the future. "I've got a feeling that

once I move I will be able to put in my own
ideas and have room to write. That's my
idea, I'll just sit day after day in my
veranda, churning out sit-coms, pilots, God

knows what!"

Hattie isn't ruling out anything for her

future career, from acting and writing, to

continuing her stand-up comedy. "I

sometimes feel I'm like a garden sprinkler,

spinning around wanting to do everything

without putting one step in one direction."

At the moment her stand-up comes

first. Her one-woman show previewed in

early 1993 and she's taking it on tour

around the country. "I really want to

concentrate on the stand-up at the

moment," she says. "From that all else

springs because you're performing and

writing."

Word & pics: Jane Killick



ED DWARF VI

studio cameras, location footage and

special effects shots and discussed how the.

were going to put the episodes together.

The shows were then reviewed again after

each of four editing stages before the final

cut was made. Editing is very complicated

with a show as intricate as Red Dwarf VI

where each episode has to fit within the

BBC's stipulated 29-minute slot.

"The plots are incredibly complex so it's

not very easy to lose anything, so you're

nipping and tucking everywhere," explains

Andy DeEmmony. "Just lines, odd breaths,

'wells', 'sirs', little bits and pieces really.

But there's not a lot of scenes you can lose

because everything has a plot base. It's

taking out anything not essential to plot

and not funny."

The Smegazine joined Andy and

Graham Hutchings to watch one of the

editing stages of Gunmen of the

Apocalypse. Andy has come armed with a

list of notes from a previous edit that has

been discussed by the production team.

For example, notes for the atmospheric

opening scene in the gangster alleyway of

the A/R simulation are to 'lengthen the first

shot' and 'shorten the kiss'.

The care with which Red Dwarf is edited

is rare in comedy terms and Andy suggests

other sit-coms would probably improve if

they went through a simitar regime. "They

would all benefit from h

"In real life, nobody

stands still for ten

seconds ...

>
Above: Grahi

awaiting thet edn

tchings (left) and Andy DeEmmony survey the awsome pile of videos

ng skills. Right: The lads get to work!

Editing Red Dwarf VI meant turning 160

hours of raw recorded material into six

half -hour episodes. For each show, that

meant wading through thirty video tapes

to decide which shots to use, how to blend

them all together and how to cut down
the episodes which were sometimes over-

running by up to ten minutes.

It was all done at The Edit Works in Chelsea

which is a very plush studio complex.

Classical music plays quietly down the

corridors and a 'runner' is employed to

deliver tea, biscuits (lots of them) and fruit

salad to the editors who often work well

into the night. Graham Hutchings is the

Editor and the expert at the computer

keyboard which is linked to several video

tape players and a video recorder. Director

Andy DeEmmony has the job of over-seeing

the process.

Andy, Producer Justin Judd and Writers

Rob Grant and Doug Naylor spent a whole

week watching videos from five different

actually," he says.

"I think when
you get down
to someone
like Graham
who's a

specialist in

that sort of

tightening of

everything,

and the difference you only see once

you've done it. So you can see a piece go

out, everyone laughs, it's all fine so you can

put that out. But if you took the time to

really tighten it all, and squeeze it

together, you can then pace it so much

better, you've got control of that, it would

actually be a lot better."

The next note on Andy's list of

improvements for Gunmen is for the scene

in Starbug where Kryten is watching Lister

on the A/R machine. The instruction reads

'add dither', which Andy assumes must

refer to the point where Kryten approache!

the console. For this sequence, Andy also

thinks it would be better to see the

Gumshoe graphics from over Kryten's

shoulder, which will make things clearer fo

the viewers. As Kryten chooses his



character, Graham lays over the dialogue
from another piece of tape.

This involves watching that minute
piece of the episode over and over again.

Andy has already seen it several times

when he was directing the original action

and in previous editing sessions, so there

must come a time when the novelty wears
off.

"Not yet," says Andy. "We've only

done about three or four weeks, so by the
end of next week it might be getting

tough to watch it again. But now that it's

all together you don't have to watch any
fluffs, which is the hard bit - you're getting

into a flow watching it - bang! a fluff,

you've got to find the next take, join it

together and carry on. Now they're all in

their shape you don't see any of that, so it's

all flowing and you're looking much more
at the pace, the timing, making the gag
work better."

'Making the gag work' is obviously very

important for the comedy element of the
show. And because that relies very much
on timing, the edit can make a real

difference. It is even possible to edit some
jokes that didn't work in the studio to

make them work on screen,

"Occasionally a gag didn't work in the
studio and you've got them to work now,
which is really disappointing because you
haven't got the laugh," says Andy. "We
don't - touch wood - cheat and use a laugh
and have a gag box or anything that we
switch on. The laughs are so different, it

would be vulgar, they just sound so

different, you try to mix two together and
they don't, they are always quite specific."

The first time the audience see a joke,

they laugh more spontaneously, and while
editing they try to use the first take on
every joke. "That's a complete mix of

disciplines between us and artists, hoping
that they don't muck-up the gag, hopefully

they hold back and give the gag-line in a

clean take. And therefore, for us, we can
use the first time the audience hear the
gag. nearly all of the time. And if not,

occasionally you can steal by cutting

around, use the first take for the bulk of

The speech, and then for the gag-line,

come in on a different shot. It never really

runs as you would ideally shoot it, because
you're working your way round all those
sort of problems."

Andy is finding it difficult to cut around
some of the audience's clapping, though.
"American shows leave that in and they
love rt -big cheers, whoops, claps, everyone
corpses on stage and they leave all that in.

i would hate to leave that in, because it

takes it out of reality. I find the laughter

quite difficult to keep it real anyway, but if

it's racing along and people are

concentrating, the laughs sort of go with it,

but rf you stop all the action, it's out of

reality. It doesn't happen in real life,

nobody stands still for ten seconds and
Marts for dapping to die down and carry

on. So we will cut around those, and
probably lose them, taper them down, so

we can run the action under it."

Wruie filming they try to get a 'clean'

recording of the actors and of the audience
Laughter so they can mix the two if they
need to. "There are occasional times on
the pre-recorded material where the

laughter has killed gags because it's been
so loud and they have laughed at the
wrong point... we've anticipated the

laughter at the wrong point, so there isn't

a hole in the pre-VT. And there it's a

matter of playing with the levels to bring

the other line through. There is a great

moment in the Emohawk, where the Chief

says something at the wedding, Lister asks

Kryten what did he say, [and he says] 'You
may kiss the bride' - the audience fell

about. Now the next line was where Lister

says 'what without a bag?' but nobody
heard that because they were all over the

place, so in the end we will try and lift it

out. Because that was a funnier gag, I

During this edit of Gunmen, they have
the chance to include the model shots for

the first time (it's the first day they have
had the special effects tape to hand). Even
though it's not in the script, Graham thinks

they need to see the rogue Simulant ship

before the Simulant Captain appears on
screen to establish it in the audience's
mind.

In the scene where the Simulant
Captain appears on board Starbug, it is

easy to see where careful editing

eliminates a mistake, but uses the best bits

from two separate takes. On the first take

where Lister and Cat pass Kryten's eyes

back to him after sticking them on their

didn't even expect a laugh on 'you may kiss

the bride', I obviously didn't see it coming,
but they did and we blew it!"

Seeing the footage in the clear light of

day, it must be tempting to want to go
back and re-film some sections. "Yeah. I

don't think you ever walk away feeling

'well that was great' and you couldn't have

done it better. It could always be better.

But in a practical sense, you get two days

to do it in and you do it in the two days

and it's a matter of

getting as well as

you can out of that."

In the scene

where Lister joins

Rimmer in the mid-

section after using

the A/R machine, the
action is tightened

up by playing Rtmmer's line "you took you
time" over the shot of Lister coming down
the steps. It also enables them to switch

takes between that line and the next.

Playing about with sound is another
advantage of editing, especially with
laughter.

"Quite often it might tail off from one
laugh into a re-take of the next line," says

Andy, "so you're make-believing that the

person giving the next line is riding the

back of that laugh - which they do
normally - but if there isn't a laugh, you're

creating a transition which all goes to

make you see it as all one smooth piece.

But that's nice because it joins where you
knew there was a fluff, so by the time
you've smoothed it over, it runs clean

across and you don't notice."

. and waits for the

lapping to die

down."

chins, Kryten drops them. Graham puts the
scene together by using the first half of

that scene, then cutting away to see the

Simulant for a moment before returning to
the same angle from a different take for

the rest of the sequence.

The 160 video tapes must include a

collection of great out-takes from the
series, but Andy says they won't see the

light of day until someone like It'll Be All

Right on the Night pays for them.

^^^^^^^^^_ Although he does
have a favourite if

Denis Norden is

interested. "There's

a classic; Danny with

the lunch box as

Duane Dibbley, a

brilliant out-take
should anyone ever

need it. When he was coming down with a

flask and a box and a list that just got
shorter and shorter. It just got shorter and
shorter until he stepped through the door
and couldn't remember the first one!"

The whole editing process takes a very

long time and can be quite laborious, but
Andy says it makes a big difference to the

episodes. "Tremendous. Yeah. Yeah.
Immeasurable, really. Because there are

pieces that are so slow and didn't get a

laugh, you can make them so pacey you
can just concentrate on the funny bits, it

really bounces along, you can turn it

around. There are various scenes from
various shows that were painful, but by the

time they're finished, they're great."

Words & pictures: Jane Killkk
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any good books lately?

JUDGE DREDD:
THE SAVAGE
AMUSEMENT
by David Bishop
(Virgin Books £3.99)

This is the first of Virgin

the lantern-jawed, fascist

future-cop, Judge Dredd.

A high-speed novel that

rockets off from page one
and barely gives you a

chance to dram breath

this is probably my one

story: who pinched the

last twenty pages?

Dredd has always

been a visual, two-dimensional character

stomping through the pages of Britain's

2OO0AD comic since its second issue. He
exists in a nightmare future, where the
streets of Mega-City One (a vast

megalopolis built on top of the wreckage
of old New York) are patrolled by the

Judges. These arrogant, bullying agents
of the Law have the powers of Judge,

Executioner in a sprawling city

to spice up the political

circus, the Psi-Judges

predict six disasters that

will befall the City in general and Judge
Dredd in particular.

The support cast are all there and
the book fits in perfectly with the Dredd
strips, for those already familiar with the
Judge. But I have to say that I reached a

point where if the ;

Judgement Day ant

of Sabbat just oner

o pages, leavi

characters, holding

interest and making
concerned for

"

book at 90mph,

Whatever. The

Savage Amusement is a good read and
it's whet my appetite for Deafhmajgues
by David Stone as well as David Bishop's

second Dredd novel, which 1 am reliably

t already. Now. if I could

only find copies of these books more
widely on sale, I'd be a happy man!

ROB SHARP

JUDGE DREDD:
MECHANISMO
by John Wagner
Illustrated by
Colin MacNc-il and
Peter Doherty
(Mandarin Paperbacks £7.99)

series of Judge Dredd

books reprinting

Fleetway's 2000AD

'l:,(ish,

a long way since

those Titan days.

Fleetway have a new
partner in the graphic novel arena these

days and so far Mandarin have done
them proud with a series of excellently

produced full colour albums.
Mechaniitno first appeared in Judge
Dredd's own 'Megazine' and is a kind of

'getting back at flonocop' story by

Wagner. The irony here is that the most

bit of a Robocop rip-off, but
Id be to miss the point. The fact

is story the robot Judges are

son a I dies based on Dredd's own
il quits

le from in the first place.

Although many Judge Dredd fans

will have read K
d form. I think they will enjoy

this collected « '

story flows extremely well in this format

k (half by Colin W " "

and half by Peter Doherty) lo

too And while the story is fi

complex, this is still Dredd at

TOKCOHTWUHr?
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GUNMEN OF THE
APOCALYPSE

am s@ra@z^BS/A\i
A good feeling surrounds Red Dwarf Vl's

Gunmen of the Apocalypse. Everyone
involved in the show seems to have
enjoyed making this episode the most. This

is almost entirely down to the visit to
Laredo, the cowboy village where they got
the chance to live out their childhood
fantasies. "That's the most fun I've ever
had on Red Dwarf, and I wasn't even doing
it!" says Writer Rob Grant. "Everybody -

especially the men when they got on the
set you just feel like you're twelve years
old I"

An episode of Red Dwarf is made up of

several different elements. Location
filming, like the Laredo day and the moody
black and white gangster opening, blend
into pre-recorded studio scenes such as

inside the western bar, and scenes filmed
live in front of a studio audience. The
feeling that the cowboy scenes are some of

the best that have ever appeared in Red
Dwarf lingers in the studio as the cast and
crew rehearse the scenes they will have to

perform live in the evening.
Although the cast have been

familiarising themselves with the script for

most of the week, the audience rehearsal is

the first time the crew on the cameras and
microphones have heard the jokes.

Gunmen is the fourth show recorded for

Red Dwarf VI, and the crew are still finding
it funny. Their favourite line seems to be
Cat's reaction to the rogue simulants'

upgrade of Starbug: "They've even got rid

of the squeak on the chair tilt control!" It

may not be the funniest line in the world,
but it gets the biggest laugh every time it is

rehearsed. This might be because the
previous week's recording was disrupted
several times by one of the chairs in the
cockpit squeaking every time someone sat

They also have fun with the scene
w**** Kryten has to plug himself into the
*^*v«eo*np to contract the virus which is

-jvwig amok in Starbug's computer
syre'is- tt seems the cast will use almost
ar-, excuse to muck about. Although in the
fcnri *ers*on of this scene, Kryten is linked
up to Starbug by a couple of wires affixed
to his temples, in rehearsals Robert
Uewefyn uses a metal connector on a wire.
Robert thinks the best place to connect this

is into Kryten's groinal socket which he
simulates by stuffing the metal down the

front of his jeans. This suggestion is a hit

with the rest of the cast, but not as popular
as Robert's next idea which is to insert it up
his backside. Craig Charles thinks it's funny
enough to be in the show, but fortunately

decency prevails and the suggestion isn't

taken seriously.

The cast rehearse the scenes in their

ordinary clothes three times during the
day. Even in the final run-through, called

the "dress run", their costumes remain in

the dressing room. It

Robert Llewellyn to

put on Kryten's

rubber mask and

"That's the most fun I've

ever had on Red Dwarf and

I wasn't even doing It!"

costume any earlier than necessary. "The
costume is much more comfortable," says

Robert, comparing it to last year, "I can sit

down and it's much cooler, but the mask is

just by its nature very unpleasant and very
tiring. It's glued from the top of my hair

line to underneath my chin; all over my
face, every square inch is covered in glue.

Extremely hot, extremely unpleasant... but
it looks great, what can you do?"

The studio lights may be hot, but it is

even hotter for

Robert laying on the
illuminated medi-bed
while rehearsing the
scene where Kryten

is unconscious. He

37



takes off his shirt, covers the bed with it

and lays on top in the hope this will make
life cooler. Robert knows it is likely to be
even hotter when he is in costume, and
says it might be hot enough to make his

rubber mask stick!

In the afternoon, the writing team,
Rob Grant and Doug Naylor arrive to

check how things are going. Arming
themselves with a script and a pen
they settle themselves down to watch
rehearsals. Things go well until the
scene where Lister and Cat, cunningly
disguised as Vindaloovians, transmit a

message to the rogue simulant ship

using Kryten's camera skills. The scene
is set up with Lister and Cat sitting on
a couple of chairs, leaning back so

Kryten can film their faces. Nobody
seems happy with the scene,

especially Rob and Doug who point

out that Lister and Cat would see the
Simulant Captain teleport onto
Starbug from that position.

It is decided to totally re-block the
scene and get rid of the chairs

entirely. After checking with set

designer Mel Bibby that the table will

bear the weight of two actors, Craig
and Danny lay on the table with their

heads hanging over the edge. From
that position the simulant's arrival is

hidden from view.

The re-blocked scene is then
rehearsed in full, with cameras and !

boom microphones nearly crashing
into each other as the cameramen
and soundmen move around the set

trying to find the best position to film

the actors.

This is the first time during the day
that Denis Lill, who plays the Simulant
Captain, takes part in rehearsals. The
moment where he shoots the crew
has to be worked out very carefully,

so the other actors react to his shots at the
right time. The Visual Effects Designer,

Peter Wragg tells him to take his time with
each shot to allow beams of laser light to
be superimposed in post-production.

Denis Lill exudes the domineering
character of the Simulant Captain on set,

but he is concerned he looks a little short
compared to the rest of the cast! He asks
the Costume Designer, Howard Burden, if it

is possible to get some platform shoes
made to make him look taller, but with no
costume workshop handy and only a few
hours until the audience are let in, that
isn't possible. Fortunately, Denis's excellent

performance rises well above any need for
an artificial lift.

This scene also includes one of the
series' running jokes - a Space Corps
Directive; in this case, "Article

394361 75880932/B" (or should that be
39436175880932/C?) Obviously,

remembering a number that long is not
easy for the actors (hell, even Rimmer can't

get it right!) and so it is written on boards
held discretely by the Stage Manager at the

side of the set. Robert, however, doesn't
need to use a board. Could this be because
he takes on superhuman memory when he
plays Kryten? No, he just repeats whatever
number Chris Barrie says!

In the next scene in the rehearsal

schedule, the Dwarfers enter Kryten's mind

"'Return to Laredo' would
definitely be a good
Christmas Special."

using the A/R equipment. Chris Barrie has
problems with his artificial reality helmet
because it is too big. This is because there
are only three helmets and Chris is using
the bigger version made for Kryten's

rubber head. This scene has to match
the cowboy scene that follows, where
they ride into town. It is only at this

point that someone hits on the idea

of pretending to gallop in their A/R
helmets (in true Play School tradition)

to smooth the transition into the pre-

recorded footage.

The cowboy section is played in to

the studio and all the cast run round
to look at one of the monitors. They
laugh heartily at their own
performances. "It was a fun episode,"

Chris Barrie remarked later. "Fun
riding the old horses and dressing up
as cowboys and fiddling with guns."

Danny John-Jules enjoyed it so

much, he wants to go back for

another episode set in the Western
town: "I think it should be 'Return to

Laredo,'" he says. "'Return to Laredo'

would definitely be a good Christmas
special."

The end of rehearsals usually

means it's supper time, but filming

time is tight and there is still a scene

left to record before the audience
arrive. Craig, Danny and the film crew
have to wait for their food while they
record the Vindaloovian message.
After a few minutes in the make-up
chair, Craig and Danny return to the

set with black cloths tied around their

necks ready to have a couple of eye-

balls stuck on their chins. This insert is

actually filmed by Camera Supervisor,

Rocket (pictured above), who focuses

tn tight on Craig's chin for the
opening shot. It looks so weird
everyone finds it difficult not to

laugh during recording, but Doug Naylor
finds a problem with some of the earlier

takes: "Danny isn't as funny," he says. "I

don't mind that!" quips Craig. They film

the scene several times until they are

satisfied and each time they look

increasingly Vindaloovian.
When the scene is finished, it really is

supper time. Craig, Chris and Danny
disappear into the dressing room to join

Robert (who is enduring the long process

of becoming Kryten). It only remains for

the crew to clear their junk off the seating

as a crowd begins to gather to watch the
scenes being performed for real.

Jane Killick
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Having spoken to Craig about Series 6
and his other recent work - and being

big fans of early Red Dwarf - we tackled
him about his reported dislike of the first

series. Since the video release of Red Dwarf
1, he confesses that: "I've changed my
opinion somewhat; it's quite good. In fact,

it is goodl" Why the change of heart? "At
the time we did it, it wasn't very well
received, and we've all improved since
then - we all act a lot better than we did
then - plus I think Rob and Doug tried to
write a comedy without gags. It was all

character laughs, but you've got to
establish characters before you can get
character laughs." Once viewers are
familiar with the main characters, the
series comes over a lot better. "It works for
me now, I enjoy it now. I actually gave it a
watch, and ifs amazing how young I look!
But I liked it. ifs okay, I've got a revised
opinion now. I liked it because of the
interaction between Rimmer and Lister.

You couldn't sustain that for six series -

1

mean, the series had to evolve and change
and differ - but those arguments that me
and Rimmer used to have, some of them
were awesome, really sharp. I still think the
funniest ever series was Series 2, but I

think Series 6 might be even better than
that. Series 6 is the funniest since Series 2."

Eteewhere on the television front Craig is

sorry to say that his virtual reality

gameshow Cyberzone won't be returning.
"» was a right flop! The television we put

the games was pretty good I

but the game itself wasn't very
•ut you see. that's as advanced as we

are in virtual reality, so we decided not to
•fc another one. but to wait for a couple of
pwn until the technology catches up.

"

•••eantome. be recently flew out to
Egyf* ID record The V Word; a programme
•bout volunteer servkes overseas. "Well,"
he clartnes, "what I did was went on a paid
hoWay; they paid me to go to Egypt and I

VIRTUAL UNREALITY: Sadly, Cyberzone is no more which is bad news for Craig
and co-host James Grout.

had a great time! I was riding camels -

camels are great to ride and they're safer
than horses because they can't throw you.
They don't half smell though. And we went
to the Sphinx and the pyramids, went out
to the Nile... it was exciting, I wasn't there
long enough really. And I got arrested! It

was scary actually; I was smoking in the
underground and they arrested me. I was
dressed like a madman for the shoot, I had
a fez on and this red shirt with yellow Sun
Gods all over it, and I was walking through
the underground smoking after we'd
finished the shot and they came and
arrested me. And they would not believe I

wasn't Egyptian! Everyone thought I was
Egyptian over there, so they were talking to
me in Arabic and I was saying 'I'm sorry, I'm
English' and they were getting really

frustrated, they thought I was taking the
piss. Everyone kept touching my face and
calling me 'Farukh', because I was wearing
this fez. We had to pay a bribe to get me
out of jail, it was a shocker! But it was a
good laugh, looking back on it; it's a
question of what you want to have happen
to you, you know. I've been dining out on
that one for ages, it did me a favour."

Does Craig think a seventh series of Red
Dwarf is likely to materialise? "There's talk
about doing it. They've booked the space,
they want to do it... and they'd be crazy
not to, it's the best series we've done." But
what if, say, a cast member wanted to
leave? "I don't know if that would happen.
Maybe if one of us didn't do it, then it

would be a good time to quit, but I think
the only people who really can't be
changed are me and the Cat, because we're
living tissue. It's easy in a way to replace
Rimmer and Kryten - as characters - without
having problems with the plot. Lister can
always get pissed off with Rimmer, turn
him off and put another hologram on, and
you can always get another android, build

your own as it were, but changing Lister or
the Cat would be very difficult. But I

haven't really thought about that, and it

would be very difficult, I think, for any of us
to be working with other people." Craig
thinks for a moment, then can't resist



alien life? As [the format] exists, there's no
alien life, but only because we haven't

found any. Or we could forget the
science fiction and get down to the

human stories; there's a lot of human
stories to do, like Marooned and
things like that, when we're just

talking about our pasts. Forget

about space, space is just a

situation, comedy's comedy.
There's so many things you
can do, you don't have to be
going out killing aliens or

Genetically Engineered Life

Forms to do a funny show
in space. The concept is

infinite; once you've

finished doing the

adventure 'He-Man'
stage we're going
through now, there's all

the sensitive kind of

human stages you can go
through. If Rob and
Doug became script

consaltants and brought
in other writers - which is

a way it could go then it

doesn't mean it's going to

ae a worse series. It could

be funnier in some ways,

we'd have to see. I certainly

don't think we'd run out of

ideas, I really don't." If that

ENGAGE
SNOG-MODE:
Craig fulfils a
fan's dream (above),

but what would she think

of Red Dwarf USA 's Dave
Lister (Craig Bierko -

below right)?

adding: "Although Robert
seemed to find it okay in America, so

maybe not!"

Craig still doesn't know why he wasn't

asked to do the American Red Dwarf pilot.

"I was over in America and I did a pilot for

NBC with Disney as the studio. It ended in

tears, but they seemed to have no problem
with my accent or anything over there. So
it's all very strange." On the finished

product itself, he begins: "I thought it

was..." then hesitates before tactfully

continuing... "not very good. You can't

have Lister as a six-foot-four, blond-haired,

blue-eyed Adonis... he was the best thing in

it, but he was an Adonis, you know what I

mean? 'Hold my calls, I'm just going to get
shagged!' And the Rimmer guy was really

weak, and the Cat... the first Cat, the black

guy [Hinton Battle], was wrong and then
there was a woman Cat, a white female Cat
[Terry Farrell]... in fact, did you notice the

second pilot was White Dwarf, did you
notice that? It's like Logan's Run, no blacks

in it; someone's planning on us not being
here! But that's the Americans for you.

"I think the way it was handled wasn't

Robert knew
about it while we

were filming the fifth series,

but he was told not to tell anyone, it was all

machinations, and moving and grooving
behind closed doors. I hate to think that

things like that are going on behind my
back. I found out from my accountant that

they were making an American series and
that Robert was going over. And when I

was recording an album in New York, I read

in Time Out that the part of Lister would be
played by Charlie Sheen! I'm different now,
it wouldn't affect me; at the time it really

*%£@ed me off, but you've got to be
philosophical about it. At the end of the

day, I feel that we could be as big as the

Monty Python guys, and we should be kept

together and sold to the world as the new
Monty Python, as it were."

At the moment, perhaps the biggest

thing stopping Red Dwarf from being
networked in the US is the small (by

American terms) number of episodes
available. Craig feels that this could be
solved by stepping up production, say to

thirteen programmes a year. "I think the

guys could handle it and, anyway, Rob and
Doug aren't the only people who can write

Red Dwarf episodes. They should be script

consultants, of course." He certainly feels

the format could be stretched that far. For

instance: "who's to say we can't discover

id i3^| ^j
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happened, would Craig like to write an
episode himself? "No, not really. I'd put ii

some ideas for scripts though."
One thing Craig still has trouble

adjusting to is the public reaction to his

celebrity status; he recalls, for example,
meeting Red dwarf fans in America when
he and Robert Llewellyn attended the
Visions convention in Chicago: "After
you've been there for a couple of weeks
you start fancying anything under 500
pounds," he jokes. "I mean, I don't know if

that sounds sexist, but people there are

very, very large. I enjoy the fans, they're
great people and we have a good laugh
with them; I enjoyed the ones in America,
but five thousand people showed up in

Chicago and a thousand of them decided to

sleep outside my bedroom door, which was
scary. They looked like they'd just killed

their parents, like they lived in their

basements eating potato chips and
watching re-runs of Red Dwarf - really

strange people. But they were all very nice

and I mean, some of them had driven like a
thousand miles; one travelled from
Alabama - something like 700 miles - and
when I signed her piece of paper she just

burst into tears, it was kind of weird. You
just think, 'hang on a minute, I'm just a

dodgy micro-celebrity on BBC2, I'm not
Sean Connery!' But people there see you as

big stars and it's something I can't really

grasp the concept of. I'm just doing what I

do for a living and trying my best to do it

well.

"I try not to think about the fact that
everyone watches my work; it's not like

being a plumber or something like that - a

plumber doesn't have a thousand people
going, 'Oh yeah, he really put that screw in

nicely,' and he doesn't get bad reviews for

his plumbing. I find the concept of being
famous very difficult to handle, though I

think I'm becoming a lot more used to it

now, I suppose now that I've stopped
drinking. I stopped drinking on June 5th, I

just stopped enjoying it. That's why I've lost

so much weight, I've lost about two and a
half stones since Red Dwarf VI. That's been
good for me, it's calmed me down a bit and
kind of got me more centred. You drink on
success and you drink on failure, you drink
on everything and I was drinking even
when I didn't want to drink. People come
up to you and say 'I love what you do, can I

boy you a drink?' and they get really upset
rf you say no, but if you say 'I don't drink',

*e» you're sorted. Plus I'm getting older,
r™ 29L Tin m that 'year-in-waiting' when
oeopw tfw* you're lying anyway, that
you're rcofly 30. And I've got a five year-old
son now who stays with me at weekends,
fm just trying to enjoy my life, I'm trying to
fit work around my life now, rather than
fitortg my life around my work. I guess I'm
growing up at last!"
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DANNY JOHN-JULES
We met up with Danny again as he

passed through Fulham - although
for reasons explained last issue, we first

had to spend twenty minutes throwing
ourselves in front of every black jeep that

drove past Parsons Green. Fortunately.
Danny's own car is particularly distinctive,

not least because of its registration - A1
DiJ! Danny had spent the last hour or so in

the gym, where he had done a few
stretches, a fifteen minute run and a

session in the steam bath.

"I do that once a week at least," he told us,

"and if I was out of work, say for a long
time, I'd be doing dance classes and stuff.

Partly it's to keep trim, partly it's because
you never know when it's going to come in

handy. For instance, if they were
auditioning for a stage version of 'Strictly

Ballroom' or something like that." Then it

was back to business and next on the
agenda was a previously arranged meeting
at the offices of Essential Music. On the
way there we discussed the American Red
Dwarf pilot, of which Danny got his first

glimpse at the Trek Dwarf' last March. He
was obviously none too impressed.

"They don't know the show, it's as

simple as that. I mean, Lister wasn't Lister

at all. He was a hero who enjoyed being a

hero, whereas our Lister never wanted to
be a hero, he just wanted to get back to his

farm on Fiji. They don't know the show and
they don't know how to put it over - and,
obviously, they're not going to listen to
Rob [Grant] and Doug [Naylor]." As far as
Danny's concerned, though, there are no
'sour grapes' about the casting. "Obviously,
for Rob and Doug, they're in a situation
where someone says 'here's a sack full of
money' and do you say 'bollocks to that,

Tm not taking that sack full of money, I'm

going to look after our British actors here?'
* woutd take someone really right on to do
that so I don't blame them because I don't
know anyone who would have done that."
Othecasbhgof Robert Llewellyn, Danny
addedL Tf Td have been the American guy,
rd haw a**** brought Robert over - they
* = : ':.z * ?-;_;- :- ^q the normal
peopk* what the he* wouW they have
done trying to get Robert sorted out?!"
Even so. Danny dkJnt think much of the
American Kryten. •( didn't like his costume,
they had tight leggings on him and he
didn't look the same. I thought I would like

the mask - because for him rt was more
comfortable - but looking at it. I can see
why Rob and Doug don't like rt. I mean, I

look at a British tape of Red Dwarf and
watch stuff that I know and I've seen, and
I'll be laughing at Robert Llewellyn as

Kryten. Even in the studio, I look at that
face and I laugh, I still up to today think it's

incredible."

Initially, Danny was quite pleased to

find that the role of the Cat had gone to
one of his all-time heroes, Hinton Battle.

"I've got loads of Hinton Battle videos!" he
enthused. "From a song and dance man's
point of view, if there's anyone that I could
relate to alive right now - anyone that I

could say 'I respect that guy as a

singer/dancer/actor' - there's only one
name that you could bring up. This guy's

Danny as the Cat, dressed up for a night

on the Milky Way!

got three Tony Awards - one for best actor
in a musical, two for best supporting actor -

so you're dealing with a guy who's a
Broadway star in the biggest sense of the

words. But then seeing him in that, you
can't really put the two peopie together.

"I mean, I was happy that he was going
to play the Cat; I thought great, perfect!

Who else to do it? It was a boost for me
really, the fact that he was going to play

the part that I created, or put into action.

And then having to watch it and think

'God, I wish it was better than this...'

5r



because they don't know the show. I mean,
to put that..." Words failed Danny at this

point, as he considered the way in which
the Cat had been shorn of all his usual

mannerisms. "I must be a pretty damn bad
bloody actor if they considered that was
what the Cat should be!" And in the short

promo that followed the pilot the

character was different again; Hinton
Battle had been replaced by Terry Farrell as

a female version of the Cat. Danny could

only describe the promo as "a load of

rubbish!"

Another bone of contention sparked

off by the US promo was its use of clips

from the British series. "It's a liberty!"

remarked Danny. "It's like saying 'We don't

want your work, we don't you as an actor

to come and play this part, but we will use

you to sell the

product.' You
couldn't dc

that to an
American
actor, there'd

be blue

murder! But

that's the

way it goes
in America.

The politics

in the film

industry are

worse than real-life politics. It's

still 'We are America, we know
the best way to do it, you don't

know what you're doing.' And
that is just not the case! The
money they spent making the

pilot, they could have bought
the show for. But you know how

it is with

"I honestly don't

think Duane Dibbley

could be over-used

in Red Dwarf."

the American ego. They don't buy hits,

they make hits! The producer wants to say,

'That's my production,' that's what it's all

about. I could put the first series of Red

dwarf up against the that pilot, I could put

up the very first show, when we didn't

even know what we were doing. It could

have been a lot better. No, not could have

been - it should have been better!

"

It was around this time in our disi

that we finally located our position ii

London A to Z.

Fortunately, a

slight adjustment
of our bearing

(well okay then, a

complete ISO

degree turn of

the car) was all

that was needed
to set us off in the

right direction. As
we did, Danny
played us the backing track for his latest

single-in-progress. Not just an

accomplished musician, he seems to be a

talented impressionist too, treating us to

his own rendition of each of the Red Dwarf
cast singing 'Bohemian Rhapsody', a la the

Comic Relief video. So if Laughing Stock

Productions should find Chris Barrie

unavailable to record the audio version of

Grant Naylor's second Red Dwarf novel,

Better Than Life, then Danny could well be
the man to voice it! And he has yet more
strings to his bow:

"I'm writing something as well. It's a

funny drama, set in the theatre world. It

was intended for TV originally, my first

idea was for TV, and then this radio

producer really liked it, so I wrote it with

that in mind. It was very hard to write for

radio, it really makes you think, but then as

s coming out I thought, 'God, this

could be done on anything - film, radio or

TV.' So I'm still writing that, I keep getting

more and more ideas."

At last, we arrived at the South London
home of Essential Music, where Maid
Marian maestros Nick and David wanted
Danny to run through his songs for the

eries. These are all recorded before

filming of the show begins and the guys

were in the process of putting music to

the words of scribe Tony Robinson. The
purpose of Danny's visit was to ensure

that none of the songs strayed out of his

vocal range. Apparently they didn't,

although one particular number - a

Lionel Richie type song entitled 'People

Party' - proved a little difficult. Nick and
David promised to send along a copy,

complete with guide vocal, so that Danny
could get in some practice. As we returned

to the car then, we brought up our final

subject - the highlight of Series 5 and
quite possibly of Series 6 too:

"Mayhem!" exclaimed Danny with

satisfaction at the return of Duane
Dibbley. "They were laughing even

before they saw his face. He comes up
from behind the table and at first all

you see is his haircut. Then he stops!

So they haven't even seen his face

and the audience is on the floor.

Oh, and it just went on and on
', *3 and on, this laugh when Duane

Dibbley appeared." Danny was

particularly pleased, as the whole sequence

was pre-filmed for the studio audience.

"It's hard to get laughs on pre-recorded

stuff, because you haven't got the
audience there to know when they're

going to laugh." In this case. Danny seems
to have judged it just about right. "I knew
that the audience in there would know
who Duane Dibbley was anyway, so it was
enough to just show them the hairstyle.

They knew what was coming!"
Danny admitted

'aa^^^^ that he finds Duane
Dibbley good fun to

play. Even the false

teeth are easy to work
with. They're really well

made actually. I did

have them adjusted

from last year; my jaw
must have changed
shape, because they

didn't feel the same;

they didn't feel right. I had to go back to

the dentist and they had to adjust them."

So he was glad that the character was
written back in? "Yeah, I think it was a

good move on their [Rob Grant and Doug
Naylor's] part really. But Duane Dibbley

wasn't certain to come back in Red Dwarf
VI until four weeks in, when they actually

wrote that episode - because it didn't look

right, people would think 'Oh look, they've

just brought back Duane Dibbley because
he did well last year,' you know what I

mean? And you don't want that, you don't

want it to look like an American show:

'Here comes the guest star for the week
(wild applause), okay let's get on with the

acting.' If it becomes like that you're going

to lose the cult status or whatever you
want to call it. It was natural the way it

happened, and it was funny because the

first time you see him he's in the Cat's

clothes and he's saying 'God, I've gotta get

out of these things!'"

Finally, we asked if Danny thought

Duane would - or should - make a third

appearance, or whether his potential has '

now been exhausted? "I honestly don't

think Duane Dibbley could be over-used in

Red Dwarf," he answered with a grin, "as

long as the writers don't just write stuff for

him for the sake of it. It'd be like bringing

out a new car, winning 'Car of the Year'

and then stopping production. I mean, it

doesn't mean the rest of the models are no
good, it just means you've got another

enhancement on your overall product. So
Duane Dibbley being successful is a boost

for Red Dwarf as a whole, not necessarily

for any individual."

Evening was approaching, but Danny's

work wasn't over yet. His next port of call

was to be the studio of a friend of his, the

manager of both Don-E (who laid down
the backing track we heard before) and
now of Danny himself. It was time to sort

out the lead vocals.

For us, it was high time we left Danny
to enjoy the rest of his day in peace. We'd
like to end by extending our warmest
appreciation to Danny for the considerable

time he gave up in the preparation of this

article. To quote a certain Mr Rimmer:
"What a guy!"

STEVE LYONS AND CHRIS HOWARTH
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CLOTHING
There are over 25 styles and
designs of best-selling Red
Dwarf T-shirts and polo
shirts, as well as baseball

caps, ski hats. Melton and
leather sleeved jackets and
surf jams.

You can find them on
sale at C&A stores, Milletts,

John Cheatle, Virgin

Megastores, Our Price and
HMV stores nationwide,
plus at Forbidden Planet
and other sci-fi and
independent outlets.

They are also available by
mail order from:
Distribution Network
PO Box 10
London
SW19 3TW
Telephone: 081-540 5545

GREETING CARDS
A wide range of greeting
cards for all occasions are

on sale through WH Smith,

Boots, John Menzies,
Clinton Cards, Hallmark and
to students through the
NUS, as well as other
independent outlets and
Distribution Network's Mail

Order Service.

POSTERS
Red Dwarf posters (sized
27" x 39") are distributed

by Scandecor International

and are available in all

regular poster outlets

including Woolworths,
Athena, Asda, Menzies and
Forbidden Planet, and also
from Distribution Network's
Mail Order Service.

NOVELS
'Infinity Welcomes Careful

Drivers' and its sequel
'Better Than Life' are both
by Grant Naylor and are

published by Penguin. They
are available in all major
book outlets, as is the 'Red

Dwarf Omnibus', which is

one giant volume
comprising the two novels

and the original TV pilot

script.

A third novel, 'The Last

Human', is due out from
Penguin sometime in 1994.

OTHER BOOKS
'Primordial Soup' a
collection of selected TV
scripts (Penguin)

The Official Red Dwarf
Companion' - a picture-

packed look at the
programme (Titan)

'The Red Dwarf Programme
Guide' - thousands of things

about Red Dwarf you never
knew you never knew
(Virgin)

'The Making of Red Dwarf'
- behind-the-scenes on Red
Dwarf VI (Penguin -

scheduled for Spring 1994)

'The Man Behind The Mask'
- Robert Llewellyn's 'inside'

story about life inside a

rubber latex mask!
(Penguin - scheduled for

Spring 1994)
All of these should be
widely available in most
major book outlets.

MODEL KITS
KRYTEN (30cm high, 6 part
plastic model kit which may
be posed prior to final

assembly) and STARBUG
(30cm long) are available in

700 toy and model shops
across the UK, including the
Beatties chain, as well as in

sci-fi and comic shops
nationwide. The kits are
also available via mail order
from:
Savant Models
PO Box 34
Trowbridge
Wiltshire

BA14BXY

AUDIO BOOKS
'Infinity Welcomes Careful
Drivers' has been brilliantly

narrated by Chris 'Rimmer'
Barrie and the audio book
is on sale through book
shops, record shops and
garage forecourts across

the UK. It is available in a

double cassette (abridged)

version and a six cassette

(unabridged) set, and
'Better Than Life' is coming
soon. For more details write

to:

Laughing Stock Productions
PO Box 408
London
5W1 1 6JJ

VIDEOS
Series 1, 2, 3 and 4 are all

available on video; each
series is out on two VHS
tapes with three episodes
per tape. They are on sale

from Virgin Megastore,
HMV, WH Smith,

Woolworths and most other
large video stockists. Red
Dwarf Series 5 is due for

release in Spring 1994.

OFFICIAL FAN CLUBS
Britain: 40 Pitford Road,

Woodley, Reading, Berks

RG5 4QF
USA (East Coast): 1409 West 14

Mile, Madison Heights,

Michigan 48071

USA (West Coast): PO Box
50552, Palo Alto, California

94303

Australia: PO Box 1044,

Bundoora, Victoria 3083
Ireland: 52 Granville Road, Dun
Laoghaire, Co. Dublin

AFFILIATED FAN
CLUBS:
Germany: Setter Than Life

z.Hd., Sylvlia Prannga, Isolde-

kurz-Str 145(36), Munster-

Nienberge

New Zealand: Zed Shift, PO
Box 10104, Wellington, New
Zealand
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NEXT MONTH IIU THE SMEG
... well, nothing unfortunately.

Our Smeg!) campaign

know, should the Red Dwarf

Smegazine be about to

explode once more upon an

SAVE OUR SMEG!
Churchside
Park End
Bromley
Kent BR1 3PZ

Just send in your name,

address and an SAE and you

will be notified of any

Smegaziney developments as

they happen!

ORMATON0T-S0«!V!




